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ABSTRACT 
This paper gives a description, in terms of convex poIytopes, of the set of 
eigenvectors belonging to various intervals of matrices. 0 Elsevier Science Inc., 
1997 
Let P, Q be n x n matrices with P < Q (componentwise). Define the 
interval 
[P,Q] = (A: A isannxnmatrixand PgA<Q). 
The matrices in [P, Q] can be considered as perturbations of a given matrix 
A by setting P = A - E,, Q = A + E, for some nonnegative matrices E,, 
E 2’ 
Note that for any scalar c, 
[P-cI,Q-cI]=(A-cI:AE[P,Q]}. 
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Thus, if we want the set of eigenvectors belonging to c for the matrices in 
[ P,Q], we can consider the null set of [P - cZ, Q - cZ], that is, 
Since this set can be of infinite extent, it is easier to describe the alternative 
set 
where I - I is the Ii-norm. 
In perturbation work, N, shows the change in corresponding eigenvec- 
tors for matrices in [P, Q]. In this paper we want to provide a geometrical 
view of this set. However, before proceeding to these descriptions, it is 
helpful to look at an example demonstrating the nature of the problem on 
one such special interval. 
EXAMPLE 1. We consider the special set of symmetric matrices which he 
L 
. 
in the interval determined by 
These matrices are symmetric; they are of the form 
r1 a 01 
L: : :I where -1gaglOand -lOO<b< -0.01. 
Among these, the singular ones appear as 
1 a0 0 la 1 -l/u2 0 1 1 * 
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Thus, 
3 
The graph of iV# is given in Figure 1. 
Note that there do not seem to be any distinguishing features of A$. 
Unlike the symmetric matrices, some intervals have eigenvector sets 
which do show definite shape. To describe these, we need the following: Let 
z be an n X 1 vector whose entries are - l’s and 1’s. Define 
z-quadrant = {x E R” : xizi 3 0 for all i} . 
So the z-quadrant contains all vectors in R” which are sign compatible with 
z. In addition, for any set K of matrices with null set N, define 
N,(z) = {x:x E A$ andsigncompatiblewith z}. 
To simplify the technical work we use the following: A set K of matrices 
is column convex if 
Ki = ( bi : bi is the ith column of some B E K} 
is convex and if for any matrix A obtained by choosing its ith column from 
Ki, for all i, one has A E K. 
(1 ,o*o) v (O.-LO) 
(0,0.-l) 
FIG. 1. The graph of N# appears in (b) on the triangle depicted in (a). 
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The proof of the following lemma occurs in several papers [2, 41; however, 
it is included to keep this paper self-contained. 
LEMMA 1. Let K be a column convex set and N its null set. lf x, y E N, 
both in the same quadrant, and 0 < (Y < 1, then CI x + (1 - CY) y E N. 
Proof. Let A, B E K such that Ax = 0, By = 0. Let X = diag x, 
Y = diag y, and (CUX + (1 - a)Y 1’ be the diagonal matrix D such that 
dit = Laxi + (l - “)!/il-’ if oxi + (1 - a) yi # 0, 
0 otherwise. 
Let C have ith column 0 if dii # 0 and ai otherwise. Then 
E=[aAX+(l-o)BY](crX+(l-cr)Y)++CH 
and E((Yx + (1 - o)y) = 0. Thus crx + (1 - o)y E N, the result of the 
lemma. H 
In the next result we use the notion that if A E [P, Q] and pij < aij < qij 
then aij is called a free entry in A. 
THEOREM 1. For the interval [P, Q], N#( z> is a convex polytope. 
Proof. That NJ > z is convex follows from Lemma 1, and that N,(z) is 
compact is clear. Thus, by the Krein-Milman theorem, N,(z) is the convex 
hull of its extreme points. We show that there are finitely many such points, 
from which it will follow that N,(z) is a convex polytope. 
Let x E N,(z) and A E [P, Q] such that Ax = 0. By permuting the 
entries in x and the corresponding columns of the matrices in [P, Q], we can 
assume without loss of generality that x = ( jt, 0)” where Ft is r X 1 with no 
entries of 0. (Of course, x may have no 0 entries at all.) Partition A = 
[A,, A,] where A, is n X r. We argue two cases. 
Case a: Suppose rank A, < r - 2. In this case there is a Ij, linearly 
independent of Z, such that A, ij = 0. Choose E > 0 so that Z + EIJ! and 
Z - ejj are in the same quadrant as 2. Set y = (j,O>‘. Then 
Ix + Eyl x + Ey x - Ey 
x= 
2 ( 1 Ix + eyl + Ix - l yl 2 ( 1 Ix - eyl ’ (1) 
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where 
x + Ey x - l y 
Ix + ‘Yl’ Ix - EyI E N3Y 
md Ix+4 + Ix--EYI =I I=1 
2 2 
x . 
Thus, x is not an extreme point. 
Case b: Suppose rank A, = r - 1. For this case, without loss of general- 
ity we will assume 
All 
A,= A 
[ 1 12 
where A,, is s X r and contains precisely the rows of A, which have no free 
entries. (Of course, A,, or A,, may not exist.) We look at two subcases. 
Subcase (i): Suppose A,, is vacuous or rank A,, Q r - 2. In this case, let 
4 be linearly independent with Z and such that Au Ij = 0. (If A,, is vacuous, 
this equation doesn’t occur.) Now let y = (g, O)t. Choose E > 0 sufficiently 
small so that 
(I) x + E y, x - E y are in the same quadrant as x, and 
(II) the free entries of A,, in A, can be adjusted, forming n X r matrices 
B,, C, where 
B,(, + Gj) = 0 and C,( Z - ~4) = 0 
and such that B = (B,, A,), C = CC,, A,) E [P, Q]. 
Then B, C E [I’, Q] and B(x + E y) = 0, C(x - E y) = 0. Thus, arguing as 
in (11, x is not an extreme point. 
Subcase (ii): Suppose rank A,, = r - 1. In this case, A,, has an r X r 
submatrix which has rank r - 1. This submatrix determines x to within a 
sign. 
Thus, if x is an extreme point with r nonzero entries, then there is a 
matrix A containing an r X r submatrix with no free entries and determining 
x within a sign. Since there are only finitely many such submatrices, the 
result follows. n 
6 
EXAMPLE 2. We use the interval determined by 
D. J. HARTFIEL 
Then those matrices in [P, Q] which are singular are of the form 
1 a 
[ 1 1 a where -lga<l. 
The vertices are given in Table 1. 
We now consider a more special interval of matrices. For it define 
[P,Qlc = {A: A E [P,Q]andeachrowsumof AisO}. 
If P + Z > 0, then A E [P, Qlc iff A + Z E [P + I, Q + I] and row 
stochastic. Thus, 
is the set of eigenvectors, belonging to 1, for stochastic matrices in [P + I, 
Q + 11. 
Since the eigenvectors of stochastic matrices in [P + I, Q + I] are either 
nonnegative or nonpositive, we define 
THEOREM 2. Let [P, Qlc be an interval such that P + Z > 0. Then N, is 
a convex polytope. 
Proof. By Lemma 1, changing column convex to row convex, N, is a 
convex set. That N# is compact is clear. So by the Krein-Milman theorem, 
N++ is the convex hull of its extreme points. We will show that there are only 
finitely many such points, which proves the theorem. For this, let x E N# 
and A E [P, Q], where XA = 0. We will also assume that among all A’ E 
[P, Qlc such that xA’ = 0, A has the maximal number of rows which are 
vertices in their corresponding convex row sets K,‘s. We now argue cases. 
Case a: Suppose A + Z is irreducible. Then by the Perron-Frobenius 
theory, A = 1 is a simple eigenvalue and thus rank A = n - 1. Sequentially 






(I:) (Y)j 2) 
(A) (“J( “ii 
denote the rows of A by a,, . . . , a,,. We will assume some row, say a,, is not 
a vertex of K,. Thus, we can write a, = Za + (1 - E)b for a, b E K,, with 
a a vertex of K,, and 0 < C < 1. Define 
A@) = 
/ 





Then for all (Y sufficiently close to 5, A(a) E [ P, Ql, and A( a) + Z is 
irreducible. Thus, for such (Y, define x( (Y) E N, where 
+)A@) = 0. (2) 
Since A( (Y) has rank II - 1, adj A( (Y) must have a nonzero row, say ?( (~1. 
Then we can write 
X(a) =ac+d (3) 
where c, d are constant. Note that x(a) = ~(CYC + d)/lac + dl. 
If c = 0 then x = *x(l), so 
xA(1) = 0. (4) 
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Since x has no 0 entries, by the Perron-Frobenius theory A(1) + Z is either 
irreducible or a direct sum of irreducible matrices. The second case is easily 
eliminated, so A(1) + I is still irreducible. But now, since A(1) has more 
rows which are vertices than did A, we have a contradiction to A having the 
most such rows. 
If d = 0, then x( (Y> = f at/l CWI = f C/ICI, which gives a contradiction 
as in the case c = 0. Thus, we can assume that c # 0 and d f 0. 
Now we can write 
I(z++)c+dl (CY+e)c+d 
2175c + dl i I( E + E)C + dl I 
Zc + d 
= lEc+dl’ (5) 
and since x has no 0 entries, for E sufficiently small, 
I(E + E)C + dl + I(5 - E)C + dl = 2lcYc + dl. (6) 
Thus, 
Zc + d 
’ = ’ I% + d( (7) 
is a convex sum of x( 6 + E)/I x( 5 + E)(, X( cl! - E)/I x(z - E)I, which are in 
N#. Hence x is not an extreme point. 
Thus, we can conclude that if x is an extreme point of N,, then A has 
each of its rows a vertex of the corresponding Ki. 
Case b: Suppose A + Z is reducible. In this case, without loss of general- 
ity, using the Perron-Frobenius theory, we can assume 
A,+Z 0 --. 0 0 
0 A,+Z ... 0 0 
A+Z= : : 
6 ;, . . . A, + I 6 
A t+1,1 A t+1,2 --- A t+ 1t A t+1 +Z 
where A, + I, . . . . A, + I are irreducible and all eigenvalues of A,, 1 + Z 
are all less than 1 in modulus. Now let x E N++ where XA = 0. Partitioning 
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x =(x,,..., x,+J compatibly with A + I, it follows that rt + i = 0 and xi is 
either 0 or an eigenvector for Ai + 1. 
If at least two xi # 0, say x1 and rs, then set 
y= (x1,0 >...> 0) (0, r 2>“‘> Xt+1 > 
lql 
and z= 
Kr s,*..> %+J * 
Then y , z E N, and 
r = Ix,ly + I(+.., r,+,)lz, (8) 
which shows r is a convex sum of y and z and thus is not an extreme point. 
If exactly one xi Z 0, say ri, and xi is 1 X s, then, by case a, if xi is a 
vertex, it follows that A has an isolated s X s submatrix in its upper left 
comer whose rows are all vertices of the corresponding K,. 
From case a and case b we can conclude that if x is an extreme point, 
then there is a matrix A E [P, Q] with an isolated submatrix corresponding 
to the nonzero entries of x, and this submatrix has rows which are vertices of 
the corresponding Ki. Since there are only finitely many such submatrices, 
N# is a convex polytope. n 
This theorem extends, to arbitrary intervals, the work found in [3]. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let 
P=[;; o!4 o)] and Q=[;; o!6 o)]. 
The matrices in [P - I, Q - I], that give vertices are 
[; ;; Oj], [ii 6 ;;], [$ ;; I’:l 
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A(olo) A 
9 * 
(hO,O) (1,O.O) (0.1 .O) 
FIG. 2. The graph of N#. 
The corresponding vertices are 
(0.15,0.32,0.53), (0.34,0.19,0.47), (0.32,0.26,0.42), 
(0.38,0.18,0.44), 
and A$ is shown in Figure 2. 
For additional work involving interval mathematics see [ll, [Zl, [41, and [51. 
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